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Utilities Reimagined–Unwired

For utilities, traditional processes for managing, maintaining, and 
servicing assets in the field can be highly inefficient. Disconnected 
systems and processes can result in a lack of real-time data and 
insights. The lack of information transparency and real-time 
connectivity can bog down productivity, inflate costs, and even erode 
customer satisfaction. Think transforming asset management is a 
complex undertaking? With the latest pre-configured cloud, mobile, 
and digital core technologies, it could be easier than you think.

Transform asset management with mobile 
technologies and cloud

Solutions in sight

Reimagine everything with Deloitte

Potential results when you 
work with Deloitte

A transformation at the intersection of 
EAM and mobile work management

The Deloitte difference

Let’s talk



Deloitte’s Utilities Reimagined–Unwired offering can help you 
simplify work and unlock new value. With this fully  
pre-configured suite of solutions, including SAP S/4HANA®, 
SAP® Asset Manager mobile solution, and SAP Cloud 
Platform, Deloitte is helping utilities rapidly transform asset 
management—with ready-to-deploy capabilities for ERP, supply 
chain management, enterprise asset management (EAM), and 
mobile workforce enablement.

Solutions in sight
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Deloitte is helping customers enable connected, 
real-time digital and automated capabilities for 
accelerating work, unlocking insights, boosting 
compliance, increasing customer satisfaction, 
and improving third-party collaboration. 
Our proprietary SAP Innovation Framework 
brings a holistic approach to reimagining IT 
capabilities and aligning them with critical 
business goals—to deliver mature, flexible, and 
scalable mobile solutions for the enterprise.

Reimagine everything with Deloitte
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Reimagine everything with Deloitte

Build the business case for investing in SAP technologies
Deploy mobile app capabilities that can provide online and 
offline access to context-rich visualizations and actionable 
insights—to support speed and simplicity

Leverage SAP solutions to transform how you manage 
work orders, notifications, condition monitoring, material 
consumption and time management 

Integrate SAP and non-SAP systems while also helping you 
retool your business processes

Manage change, extending from your workforce to your 
third-party relationships

Design, deploy, and operate an end-to-end environment for 
transforming enterprise asset management and mobile work

Identify new opportunities to innovate with IoT and 
machine learning

We can help you: 02



Potential results when you 
work with Deloitte

Reduce costs. Tapping the benefits 
of cloud and pre-configured solutions 
while increasing operational efficiency

Enhance business insights: 
with real-time data for real-time 

decision-making

Improve collaboration with third 
parties with secure, fast, hyperconnected 

networks and data-sharing

Boost regulatory compliance through 
timely, efficient inspections processes

Increase adoption of 
productivity-enhancing tools with 
a modern, intuitive user experience

Improve customer satisfaction 
with faster response times supported 

by omnichannel communications
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A transformation at the 
intersection of EAM and 
mobile work management

Deloitte’s Utilities Reimagined–Unwired solution is helping 
utilities transform enterprise asset management and 
mobile work with SAP solutions. With a fully configured and 
ready-to-deploy suite of capabilities built around SAP S/4HANA, 
SAP Asset Manager mobile solution, and SAP Cloud Platform, 
Deloitte can help you enable connected, real-time digital and 
automated capabilities. The potential benefits? Accelerated 
work, fresh insights, improved compliance, increased customer 
satisfaction, and enhanced third-party collaboration.
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The Deloitte difference
Deloitte, a recognized leader in SAP technology enablement and utilities transformation, brings a 
powerful set of skills and capabilities for helping you reimagine everything—an entire universe of 
opportunities for new value. Here’s a look at some of the things that set Deloitte apart:

A demonstrated track record of helping enterprise leaders 
get tangible results by leveraging SAP solutions

Highest recognition from SAP, with four 2018 SAP Pinnacle 
Awards, including Partner of the Year for SAP S/4HANA and 
SAP® Leonardo

Global reach, with more than 23,000 professionals focused 
on SAP solutions

Extensive experience with SAP solutions plus 
industry-specific templates and proprietary accelerators to 
help you realize value sooner

A decades-long relationship with SAP, including a lengthy 
history of co-innovation

A “business first” approach that can help align technologies 
with business objectives

Dedicated global finance and supply chain transformation 
teams employing industry-leading practices
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Let’s talk

Norbert Klinger
Specialist Leader 
Deloitte Consulting LLP
nklinger@deloitte.com

Ron Wagner
Specialist Leader 
Deloitte Consulting LLP
rowagner@deloitte.com 

Ian Wright
Principal—Energy & Resources CMO 
Deloitte Consulting LLP
iwright@deloitte.com

SAP@deloitte.com
www.deloitte.com/SAP

@DeloitteSAP

For utilities, the pressure is on to operate more 
efficiently and effectively—and to leverage new 
digital technologies to deliver measurable value. 
If transforming asset management and mobile 
work is a priority for your organization, we should 
talk. Contact us to schedule a demo of Utilities 
Reimagined–Unwired, get additional insights 
on digital enterprise transformation, or discuss 
a specific challenge your organization faces
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